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Video 1: Wealth Transference/ Outdated and Obsolete Techniques
AUDIENCE: NLP COACHES

🔥NLP Coaches have a huge opportunity coming their way…🔥

But only those who are ready to embrace change will take full advantage of it!

You see... These new times will require leaders and agents of change that can bring innovative
solutions to the world.

But in order to create and spearhead this change, NLP Coaches must get rid of obsolete
techniques that are hindering exponential progress…

Hey, I’m Shirley Solis, CEO of New Code Experience.

Over the last few years, I’ve been looking for ways coaches can create a bigger impact in the
world.

https://newcodeexperience.com/funnel/ncxp_sp_en/lp1/
https://newcodeexperience.com/funnel/ncxp_sp_en/vsl/


And after much time studying the best resources in the field, I hit gold!🥇

That’s when I discovered New Code NLP, the fastest and most advanced human evolution and
transformation technology on the planet- the EVOLUTION FOR NLP COACHES:

✅ Create more results for your clients…

✅ Become the Leaders these new times require...

✅ And easily stand out from the rest of you competitors… to become a PREMIUM COACH in
your industry.

📌 Business Coach, Peak Performance Coach, Health Coach, or whatever industry you are in -
New Code NLP can be the decisive factor for you to stand out!

And because I couldn’t keep this BREAKTHROUGH to myself.

I’ve created an💻 AMAZING FREE COURSE where you'll learn:

✅ The most advanced human evolution and transformation technology on our planet.
✅ The new skills you need to be the Catalyst who is ready for this new era
✅ The new and unique differentiator for your coaching career to set you apart as the leader this
world needs!

✅The Outdated Techniques Most Coaches and Agents of Change Are Still Using... Even After
40 Years!
✅The Single Most Important Skills, That Nobody Else is Using, To Create "Ferrari Fast"
Transformation for Yourself and Your Clients!
✅3 Radically Advanced Methods That Will Change Your Game Plan, So You Can Set Yourself
Apart from the Competition!

💥 NEW CODE NLP helps coaches become the agent of change our world so desperately
needs by exponentially improving your results, minimizing your resistance to change and putting
you in the zone of high performance every time you want.

ARE YOU READY TO RIDE THE NEW WAVE OF NLP COACHING...?

⬇ Just Click on the video to GET IMMEDIATE FREE ACCESS⬇



AUDIENCE: GENERAL/LIFE COACHES

🔥Coaches have a huge opportunity coming their way…🔥

But only those who are ready to embrace change will take full advantage of it!

You see... These new times will require leaders and agents of change that can bring innovative
solutions to the world.

But in order to create and spearhead this change, Coaches must get rid of obsolete techniques
that are hindering exponential progress…

Hey, I’m Shirley Solis, CEO of New Code Experience.

Over the last few years, I’ve been looking for ways coaches can create a bigger impact in the
world.

And after much time studying the best resources in the field, I hit gold!🥇

That’s when I discovered New Code NLP, the fastest and most advanced human evolution and
transformation technology on the planet- the EVOLUTION FOR COACHES:

✅ Create more results for your clients…

✅ Become the Leaders these new times require...

✅ And easily stand out from the rest of you competitors… to become a PREMIUM COACH in
your industry.

📌 Business Coach, Peak Performance Coach, Health Coach, or whatever industry you are in -
New Code NLP can be the decisive factor for you to stand out!

And because I couldn’t keep this BREAKTHROUGH to myself.

I’ve created an💻 AMAZING FREE COURSE where you'll learn:

✅ The most advanced human evolution and transformation technology on our planet.

✅ The new skills you need to be the Catalyst who is ready for this new era

✅ The new and unique differentiator for your coaching career to set you apart as the leader this
world needs!



✅The Outdated Techniques Most Coaches and Agents of Change Are Still Using... Even After
40 Years!

✅The Single Most Important Skills, That Nobody Else is Using, To Create "Ferrari Fast"
Transformation for Yourself and Your Clients!

✅3 Radically Advanced Methods That Will Change Your Game Plan, So You Can Set Yourself
Apart from the Competition!

💥 NEW CODE NLP helps coaches become the agent of change our world so desperately
needs by exponentially improving your results, minimizing your resistance to change and putting
you in the zone of high performance every time you want.

ARE YOU READY TO RIDE THE NEW WAVE OF COACHING...?

⬇ Just Click on the video to GET IMMEDIATE FREE ACCESS⬇



Video 2: Evolution to Classic Code NLP
AUDIENCE: NLP COACHES

SHORT COPY

Did you know there is an evolution to Classic Code NLP?

It's called New Code NLP and it is the fastest, most advanced human evolution and
transformation technology on our planet.

New Code NLP was created by John Grinder and Carmen Bostic St. Clair and it will give you
the cutting edge you need to create EXPONENTIAL RESULTS.

That is why we created Basics of New Code NLP, an online course where you can find out
about this powerful, cutting edge technology that will set you apart in your industry!

Basics of New Code NLP is ABSOLUTELY FREE!

⬇ Just Click on the video to GET IMMEDIATE FREE ACCESS⬇



LONG COPY

Ppsst… There is something you should know if you are one of my NLP Coach colleagues...

There is an evolution to Classic Code NLP...

Yup, you heard me right!

You see, Classic Code NLP was invented over 40 years ago…

A lot has happened since then…

Yet, most NLP coaches are still using the same old techniques everyone else is using.

This leads you to a situation where NLP coaches:

⛔ Can’t create more impact in the world, which means less possibilities to change lives.

⛔ Can’t TRULY help clients with their modern-day needs, which means clients are less
satisfied.

⛔ Can’t stand out among ever-increasing competition, which means competing on price.

Of course, this is far from being optimal for you and your business.

These new times require leaders and agents of change that can bring innovative solutions to the
world.

But in order to create and spearhead this change, NLP coaches must get rid of obsolete
techniques that are hindering progress…

Hey, I’m Shirley Solis, CEO of New Code Experience.

Over the last few years, I’ve been looking for ways on how coaches can create a bigger impact
in the world.

And after much time studying the best resources in the field, I hit gold!🥇

What is New Code NLP?

It’s the most advanced transformation technology on our planet.



A technology that will help NLP coaches create impact at a scale like no other by focusing on
the state, instead of the behavior…

John Grinder calls it “the Ferrari of NLP.” It’s that FAST and that GOOD.

This is a huge change of paradigms!

And I just couldn’t keep this discovery to myself!

That’s why I’ve created an amazing FREE course that will get you access to:

✅ The most advanced human evolution and transformation technology on our planet.

✅ The new skills you need to be the Catalyst who is ready for this new era

✅ The new and unique differentiator for your coaching career to set you apart as the leader this
world needs!

✅The Outdated Techniques Most Coaches and Agents of Change Are Still Using... Even After
40 Years!

✅The Single Most Important Skills, That Nobody Else is Using, To Create "Ferrari Fast"
Transformation for Yourself and Your Clients!

✅3 Radically Advanced Methods That Will Change Your Game Plan, So You Can Set Yourself
Apart from the Competition!

💥 NEW CODE NLP helps coaches become the agent of change our world so desperately
needs by exponentially improving your results, minimizing your resistance to change and putting
you in the zone of high performance every time you want.

ARE YOU READY TO RIDE THE NEW WAVE OF COACHING...?

⬇ Just Click on the video to GET IMMEDIATE FREE ACCESS⬇


